Data-Driven Computational Mechanics is a novel computing paradigm that enables the transition from standard data-starved approaches to modern data-rich approaches. At this early stage of development, one can distinguish two mainstream directions. The first one relies on a discrete-continuous optimization problem and seeks to assign to each material point a point in the phase space that satisfies compatibility and equilibrium, while being closest to the data set provided. The second one is a datadriven inverse approach that seeks to reconstruct a constitutive manifold from data sets by manifold learning techniques, relying on a well-defined functional structure of the underlying constitutive law.
Introduction
In classical solid mechanics, a set of constraints and conservation laws, such as the equations of compatibility and equilibrium, describe the deformation of material bodies [1] . These equations result from fundamental physical principles and hold for any material body irrespective of its material properties. To close the associated boundary value problem, constraints and conservation laws must be accompanied by constitutive equations that relate the quantities of the phase space, such as stresses and strains. In classical solid mechanics, constitutive equations are provided by phenomenological material models that can be calibrated via observational data. The design, mathematical formulation and numerical solution of material models has been an important research field since the beginnings of solid mechanics [2, 3] and remains the subject of extensive ongoing research to date.
In contrast to balance laws that have axiomatic character, material models are empirical and therefore constitute a source of error and uncertainty, especially when the material behavior is complex.
Given that experimental data on the constitutive behavior is scarce, material modeling seems to be an inevitable step. Over the last few years, however, materials science has been undergoing a remarkable transition from a data-starved to a data-rich field, with an increasing number of scenarios where an abundance of data is available to characterize the constitutive behavior of materials. This is mainly due to technological advances in the field of experimental measurements, data storage and data processing among others. In this context, Data-Driven Computational Mechanics, a new computing paradigm originally initiated by Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz [4] , is currently emerging. Its idea is to reformulate classical boundary value problems of elasticity and inelasticity in such a way that empirical material models are replaced by experimental material data described in the phase space. Its overarching goal is to eliminate the modeling error and uncertainty of phenomenological material models and instead directly exploit the available wealth of experimental data in its entirety. However, a new source of error appears that is related to the measurements in themselves and to the measuring chain. Up to this point, it is not clear, which of the error sources is the most harmful.
At this early stage of development, one can differentiate two basic approaches in Data-Driven Computational Mechanics. Following Kirchdoerfer and Ortiz [4] , one class of methods results in a data-driven solver that seeks to assign to each material point a point in the phase space, which besides satisfying compatibility and equilibrium is closest to the data set provided. Its formulation is based on a discrete-continuous optimization problem that minimizes the distance between the material data set and the subspace of compatible strain fields and stress fields in equilibrium. First attempts exist that extend this approach beyond linear elasticity, for instance to geometrically nonlinear elasticity [5] , general elasticity [6] , elastodynamics [7] , and inelasticity [8] . The current discrete-continuous approach, however, is computationally expensive and missing robustness in certain situations. In particular, it exhibits strong sensitivity to scattering of the data set, and solution by meta-heuristic optimization techniques leads to relatively poor convergence. First attempts have been published that try to mitigate these drawbacks, e.g., a maximum entropy scheme that increases robustness with respect to outliers [9] , or the mathematically well-behaved formulation of the discrete-continuous optimization problem as a computationally tractable mixed-integer quadratic optimization problem [10] .
The second class of methods follows the data-driven inverse approach of Cueto, Chinesta and collaborators [11] who seek to reconstruct a constitutive manifold from data, using manifold learning methods. In the case of elasticity, the goal is to use data to identify a suitable approximation of the strain energy density functional, whose first and second derivatives result in the stress tensor and the elastic tangent, respectively. In a broader context [12] , it is proposed to identify the locally linear behavior and for non-convergent cases, it is proposed to find the intersection between the equilibrium and constitutive manifolds. And recently, this approach has been successfully applied to the setting of "General Equation for Non-Equilibrium Reversible-Irreversible Coupling" [13] . Although this approach has a number of advantages, such as straightforward reassurance of thermodynamic consistency, the transfer of data-intensive computations in an off-line step, the potential for nonintrusive implementation in standard codes, it also entails a number of significant limitations. Most importantly, the method relies in the assumption of constitutive manifolds with a special functional structure and is thus limited to the explicit definition of stress, at least in its incremental form.
The goal of the current work is to explore a synergistic compromise between these two classes of methods that combines their strengths and mitigates some of their main weaknesses. Our main focus is the formulation of an approximate nonlinear optimization problem. On the one hand, it improves computational efficiency and robustness with respect to the current discrete-continuous optimization approach of the first class of data-driven solvers. In particular, our approximate nonlinear optimization problem can be solved locally with standard Newton type nonlinear optimization methods, without the need to resort to more exotic options such as meta-heuristic methods that lack well-matured mathematical foundations when compared to gradient-based methods. On the other hand, it does not rely on special assumptions of the functional structure of the reconstructed constitutive manifold as the second class of data-riven solvers that potentially re-introduce modeling errors and uncertainty. Additional benefits of our optimization approach include the natural incorporation of kinematic constraints and the possibility to operate with implicitly defined stress-strain relations, which enlarges the range of material behavior that can be addressed. As our primary goal is a proof of concept for our new approach, we will use artificial rather than real measurements when required. We showcase the advantages of our approach for the case of a data-driven geometrically exact beam element that makes use of all components of our methodology.
The structure of the article is as follows: Section 2 provides a concise review of some pertinent elements of computational nonlinear solid mechanics and fixes our notation and terminology that we will use in the remainder of the article. In Section 3, we first describe the full discrete-continuous optimization problem in its global format. We then describe in detail our new approach based on an approximate nonlinear optimization problem. In particular, we discuss the approximated implicitly defined constitutive manifold, the associated Lagrangian functional and the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, the linearization of such KKT conditions and the resulting KKT matrix in explicit format. We note that the formulations presented in Section 3 are general and only assume a discretization of the problem in the context of the finite element method. In Section 4, we first illustrate our optimization approach for a simple truss element and then proceed to the more complex case of the geometrically exact beam element. Section 5 presents numerical examples for the geometrically exact beam that demonstrate the advantages of our approach. We close with a summary and the main conclusions in Section 6.
Framework of computational nonlinear solid mechanics

Continuous setting
Let us consider a continuum body characterized by two reference sets denoted by B 0 , the original configuration, and B t = ϕ t • ϕ −1 0 (B 0 ), the current configuration, both open sets of E 3 (R 3 with the standard Euclidean structure), see Figure 1 . Here ϕ t •ϕ −1 0 is a smooth regular motion from the original configuration to the current one, i.e., its inverse and derivatives are well defined everywhere, and the symbol • denotes a suitable composition rule. The parameter t is a smooth parameter intended for the indexation of all possible successive configurations. Here, a chart is given by the pair (θ, ϕ t ), with θ a subset of R 3 and the mapping function ϕ t : θ → x(θ; t). The configuration of the system is described by the vector field x(θ; t) ∈ X ⊆ E 3 , and the static problem can be thoroughly formulated by means of the following (non-variational) set of equations:
Here ♭ and ♯ indicate that a rank-n tensor is n times covariant and n times contravariant, respectively.
In the first equation (1a), the displacement-based Green-Lagrange strain tensor, an element of
with skew(·) indicating the skew-symmetric part of the tensor considered, is given in the curvilinear setting by
The pullback of the metric tensor at B t through the regular motion
where δ ij are the components of the Euclidean metric tensor and ⊗ denotes the outer product. The elements g a ∈ T x(θ;0) X of the contravariant basis are defined as g a = ∂ θ a x i i i , where i i with i from 1 to 3 contains the elements of the standard orthonormal basis in E 3 , i.e., the space of column vectors.
The elements g a ∈ T * x(θ;0) X of the covariant basis are defined such that g b , g a = δ a b . The admissible variation of the displacement-based Green-Lagrange strain tensor is denoted by δE ♭ (x) and, as stated previously, this is intrinsically related to δx.
In the second equation (1b), the so-called balance equation, we use the property
to define f int ∈ T * x(θ;t) X , the vector density of internal forces. The angle brackets · , · : W × W * → R denote an appropriate dual pairing, in which W is a vector space (whose elements are called vectors) and W * is its dual space (whose elements are called covectors or one-forms), and the double brackets
denotes any admissible variation of the configuration vector. Moreover,
the Jacobian matrix of h(x) = 0 ∈ R m , a finite-dimensional field of integrable constraints specified in the third equation (1c). These constraints can be used for instance to impose boundary conditions. χ ∈ R m represents the corresponding Lagrange multipliers, and f ext ∈ T * x(θ;t) X denotes the vector density of external forces. Furthermore, it is worthwhile to note that the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, E ♭ , is to be separately accounted for as a primal field. The specific strain measure chosen is accompanied by the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, an element of S :
, which in the case of general hyperelastic materials is given by
denotes the associated strain energy. We recall that a three-field variational principle, for instance, requires this particular functional structure. In the context of the present work, we do not rely on the standard functional structure between the strain and stress tensors. If one instead considers the existence of a strain energy function and strongly imposes the compatibility condition, which can be done by direct substitution of the strain tensor (i.e., replacing E ♭ by E ♭ = E ♭ (x) everywhere when needed), then, the governing equations can be reverted to a fully variational set of equations.
Discrete setting
By using, for instance, isoparametric finite elements, the governing equations for a single element can be discretely approximated as
The superscript "h" denotes that the field is discretized in space by means of the interpolation of nodal or elemental discrete variables and the matrices Φ x , Φ s and Φ χ contain the admissible test functions chosen. In addition, the strain and stress tensor fields are represented by an adequate notation that takes advantage of their symmetries, i.e., E ♭ e and S ♯ s. As a direct consequence, the discrete version of f int (x, S ♯ ) can be written as B(x h ) T s h and the discrete version of E ♭ − E ♭ (x) as e h − e(x h ).
Moreover, B(x h ) B(q), where the approximated displacement field is computed in terms of a finite dimensional set of generalized coordinates, i.e., x h (θ, q) = Φ x (θ)q. θ spans the master domain symbolized as , and det[G d (θ; 0)] d is the discrete version of the volume element. Finally, the integrals are computed by means of a given integration scheme, for instance Gauss quadrature, yielding the final format of the discrete governing equations that will be used in the remainder of this article.
Optimization problems for Data-Driven Computational Mechanics
In the context of Data-Driven Computational Mechanics, the simplest scalar cost function to be minimized can be defined as [4] J ( e, s, e, s)
Here (e, s) ∈ Z comprises continuous strain and stress variables e and s, respectively, the given data set Z contains finitely many strain and stress measurements ( e, s) ∈ Z, C ∈ R ne×ne (with n e = dim(e) = dim(s)) is a symmetric positive-definite weight matrix with inverse C −1 , and · C and · C −1 are norms derived from the inner product. At this point, we do not specify the dimension n e because it depends strongly on the model considered. For instance, we have n e = 6 for a Reissner-Simó beam [14] and n e = 4 for a Kirchhoff rod [15] , and therefore, we leave this detail out of the current discussion. The cost function (6) has to be minimized under the following constraints 1 : i) the compatibility equation that enforces the equivalence between strain variables and displacement-based strains, e − e(q) = 0,
in which q ∈ Q ⊂ R m+n is the vector of generalized coordinates employed to describe the system kinematics, with Q standing for the configuration manifold; ii) the balance equation that establishes the static equilibrium,
in which B(q) = ∂ q e(q) ∈ L(T q Q, R ne ) is the Jacobian matrix of the displacement-based strains,
is the Jacobian matrix of the kinematic constraints, χ ∈ R m is the corresponding vector of Lagrange multipliers, and f ∈ T * q Q represents the vector of generalized external loads (the superscript "ext" has been dropped); and, iii) the kinematic constraints
a finite set of integrable restrictions that belongs to R m . In the finite element context, the operator B(q) and the Jacobi matrix H(q) are typically linear in q, which simplifies the computation of related higher-order derivatives enormously. We will see this later on in Section 4. A counterexample to this is, for instance, a geometrically exact beam element in which the rotations are parametrized with the Cartesian rotation vector [16] . To avoid problems caused by overdetermination and singular KKT matrices in the subsequent optimization problems, we eliminate the Lagrange multipliers from the balance equation. This goal can be achieved by several techniques, such as projection onto a space orthogonal to the constraint forces, reduction by means of coordinate partitioning, or redefinition of the derivative on the configuration manifold (connection), see for instance [17] . Here, we choose the first approach, known as the null-space approach, which requires a null-space basis matrix N (q) ∈
number of degrees of freedom, and rank(N (q)) = dim(ker(H(q))) = n, such that
Then the balance equation adopts the form
and further on, the (unique) vector of Lagrange multipliers is
and the unique orthogonal null-space projector can be expressed as
Additionally, an infinite number of non-orthogonal (oblique) null-space projectors exist. In practice, it is often more efficient to obtain the vectors N (q) T (B(q) T s − f ) and χ from an implicit representation of N (q) than forming P (q) explicitly. Details can be found in standard textbooks on numerical linear algebra or on optimization, such as [18, 19] . In the context of slender structures, the reader may refer to [20, 21] and references therein for the efficient calculation of the null-space basis.
A discrete-continuous nonlinear optimization problem
Employing directly the strain and stress measurements, a discrete-continuous nonlinear optimization problem (briefly called a DCNLP here) can be stated as min ( e, s,q,e,s)
Note that the discrete variables ( e, s) appear only in the cost function. In (14) there is no mathematical structure that relates these discrete variables to each other; a mathematically well-behaved formulation with a binary selection variable for each pair ( e, s) ∈ Z would be called a mixed-integer nonlinear optimization problem (MINLP). For fixed ( e, s) ∈ Z, the problem becomes a smooth nonlinear optimization problem (NLP), referred to as NLP( e, s), with associated Lagrangian function provides a set of values (q, e, s) that locally minimizes the cost function under the given constraints.
To derive the corresponding first-order optimality conditions, we calculate the variation of L fix as δL fix (q, e, s, λ, µ, ν; e, s)
This variation has to vanish for any choice of the varied quantities, and hence we obtain the following primal-dual system of equations, which are known as the KKT conditions in optimization:
δs :
δλ : e − e(q) = 0,
δµ :
δν :
Notice that e and λ can be eliminated by direct substitution of e = e(q) and λ = −C(e− e). However, in order to study the overall problem we are not going to eliminate anything unless strictly necessary. Now, the second term of the first equation can be evaluated as
where
The linearization of the variation of L fix can be expressed as usual as ∆δL fix (q, e, s, λ, µ, ν; e, s) = δx T fix S fix (q, s, λ, µ, ν)∆x fix (20) with the primal-dual NLP variable vector
The KKT matrix S fix is symmetric indefinite. It can be written as
Even though explicit expressions for these definitions depend on the kinematic description adopted, the format proposed here is generally valid. As the KKT matrix S fix is non-singular, all local minima of NLP( e, s) are strict minima. Hence, standard nonlinear optimization methods that reduce to a full-step Newton iteration in the local convergence area are highly suited for solving NLP( e, s).
The overall DCNLP is often treated by meta-heuristic methods. However, since it has no useful structure with respect to the discrete variables ( e, s) ∈ Z, a mathematically rigorous solution requires enumeration, that is, finding the minimal value over all measurements ( e, s) ∈ Z by solving every NLP( e, s) globally. Alternatively, a well-behaved MINLP formulation could be solved by rigorous mathematical methods, but this is highly expensive already for relatively "easy" special cases such as the one discussed in [10] . Therefore we suggest a different approach: to add suitable structure that enables us to replace the DCNLP with a single approximating NLP.
An approximate nonlinear optimization problem
An approximate NLP can be stated as min (ě,š,q,e,s)
The new strain and stress variablesě andš are parameters that describe an underlying constitutive manifold in its reconstructed version (an approximation), which is implicitly defined aš
and that satisfies g( e, s) ≤ ε ∀ ( e, s) ∈ Z (26) for some accuracy tolerance ε > 0. Additionally, physical consistency requires that g(ě, 0) = 0 impliesě = 0 and g(0,š) = 0 impliesš = 0. The idea here is to replace the measurement data set by enforcing the state to belong to the reconstructed constitutive manifold that has a precise mathematical structure and that is derived from the same data set. The underlying assumption is, of course, that such a constitutive manifold exists and that we can reconstruct a (smooth) implicit representation g whose linearization takes the simple form
which can be interpreted as a sort of hidden constraint. For materials with symmetric properties, a further condition can be stated as
requiring the regularity of ∂ěg(ě,š) and ∂šg(ě,š). The reconstructed constitutive manifold will enormously facilitate the task of the data-driven solver, avoiding the cost of solving a DCNLP, either by enumeration or by heuristic or meta-heuristic methods. The latter can in general only provide approximate solutions that strongly depend on the initial guess and whose convergence properties are inferior when compared to gradient-based methods.
A constitutive manifold is said to be thermomechanically consistent if it is derived from a hyperelastic energy function Ψ such that the following functional structure holds [12, 22] :
The reconstruction of the hyperelastic energy function Ψ is very attractive due to three main reasons:
i) it ensures the thermomechanical consistency and then, all symmetries are retained; ii) reconstructing a single scalar function represents a smaller computational expense than reconstructing all components of the elastic tensor; and, iii) no reformulation of the finite element technology is necessary. However, in the case of new composite materials or meta materials that exhibit non-convex responses, the reconstruction of the energy function may not be very convenient. More importantly, in some cases the formulation of an energy function may not even be possible. Thus, we adopt the constitutive mani-foldŽ as introduced previously without assuming any special functional structure of the constitutive constraint g. Further specializations are possible and should be instantiated for specific applications of the proposed formulation.
The Lagrangian function of the approximate NLP is then given by
where ξ ∈ R ne are Lagrange multipliers that correspond to the enforcement of the strain and stress states to remain on the constitutive manifold.
Once again, to find the first-order optimality conditions, the variation of L is calculated as:
Setting this to zero for any choice of the varied quantities, we obtain the following KKT conditions:
δe :
δλ :
The linearization of the variation of L can be expressed as
The explicit form of the KKT matrix S is
Again the KKT matrix S is non-singular, hence all local minima are strict and the approximate NLP can be solved robustly. In the following section, we provide an example that demonstrates how to derive the concrete approximate NLP for a given finite element formulation.
Application of the proposed approach
In this section, we describe two structural models that are reformulated within the proposed setting of Data-Driven Computational Mechanics. The first model is a data-driven truss element that serves as a starting point; this element type was already successfully investigated in [4, 5] . In contrast to the approaches available in the literature, we apply the framework developed in the previous section to the truss element, unveiling details of its global format that to the best of our knowledge have not yet been published elsewhere. Therefore we call this an "illustrative example". The second model, a main innovation of the present work, is a data-driven geometrically exact beam that is given in a frameinvariant path-independent finite element formulation. This model relies on a kinematically constrained approach, where the orientation of the cross section is described by means of three vectors that are constrained to be mutually orthonormal. Both examples have favorable mathematical structures that are exploited to derive the required finite element machinery analytically.
Data-driven truss element (illustrative example)
The position of any point belonging to a truss element can be written as
with ϕ 0 and ϕ L in R 3 being the positions of both ends, in which L is the reference length and x is a spatial variable. By defining
we can compute the axial Green-Lagrange strain as
where E ∈ R 6×6 is a symmetric matrix and the subscript "ref" indicates the stress-free configuration.
The operator B(q) = ∂ q e(q), which relates the variation of displacement-based strains with the variation of the kinematic fields through the relation δe = B(q)δq, has the explicit form
and its derivative with respect to q is
For simplicity, we consider constraints that are linear in q,
where h ref is a reference offset vector and H is the constant Jacobian matrix. The null-space matrix N is also constant and can be determined by inspection once the constraints are specified. For this case the cost function to be minimized adopts the very simple form
where the scalar c is just a weight factor. Finally, by putting all pieces together, we obtain the KKT conditions of NLP( e, s):
Linearization yields the KKT matrix (which does not depend on e and ν here),
Formulating the approximate NLP is straightforward and therefore omitted here. However, when looking at the DCNLP approach, we can identify some drawbacks that confirm the strength of our newly proposed approach.
Let us consider a single truss element of unit initial length. One end is rigidly fixed and the other end is free to move in the longitudinal direction, i.e., we have
At the free end we consider a longitudinal force with magnitude 20. By considering a unit stiffness,
and e ref = 1, the equilibrium can be explicitly written as
where q is the single absolute coordinate that describes the motion of the free end. This equation is easily solved; it possesses three roots. One root is purely real, q = 3.51739351, and the two remaining ones are complex conjugates, which lack physical meaning. The equilibrium state corresponds to the strain-stress pair (5.68602856, 5.68602856).
Now, we explore how the DCNLP approach works by solving every NLP( e, s) in turn. To this end, we generate two synthetic data sets: one that lies exactly on the manifold (e = s) and one with 10% noise added, each consisting of 101 pairs that are stored in ascending order, see Figure 2 (top). Then, we solve NLP( e, s) with c = 1 for each strain-stress pair in the data set by a local SQP method (i.e., a full-step Newton iteration on the KKT conditions) starting from the stress-free state (q = 1) with zero Lagrange multipliers (cold start, indicated by black circles) and with a relative error-based tolerance of 10 −10 , i.e., we iterate until ∆x ≤ 10 −10 x . In addition, we solve each NLP( e, s) warm-started from the previous solution in ascending order (indicated by small blue dots) and in descending order of data pairs (indicated by large red dots), see Figure 2 (bottom). We observe that every NLP( e, s) has two distinct local minimizers. It can be shown that we actually have two manifolds of local minimizers when considering NLP( e, s) as a parametric NLP whose parameters ( e, s) vary in the manifold e = s. The cold-started Newton iteration does not converge in all cases, and if it converges one cannot predict to which minimizer. In contrast, both warm-started Newton iterations always converge to the "same" minimizer because the data points are sufficiently close. When cold-started, the solver usually takes six to eight iterations, but sometimes more than ten iterations in the vicinity of the "cross-over" between the two minimizers. The iteration count until convergence reduces to four with the warm start. The global DCNLP minimum corresponds to the pair number 79, (5.60000000, 5.60000000), which is the strain-stress pair that is closest to the analytic solution. Figure 3 reveals that the longitudinal coordinate q and the stress s are always positive for one minimizer (large red dots) and negative for the other one (small blue dots); hence the truss element is under traction in the first case, as intended, and it is under (physically impossible) compression in the second case.
It is well-known that the mechanical behavior provided by the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff material model for the total compression case disagrees with experimental observations. This very simple example shows the difficulties that ought to be faced when using the DCNLP approach with unprocessed data. Each NLP( e, s) can have several local minimizers. Some of these minimizers, including the global one, may be physically impossible. The full-step Newton method used above may not converge in all cases, but then one can use more sophisticated local NLP solvers that employ a line search or trust region and that are guaranteed to converge as long as numerical roundoff errors are sufficiently small. Although one would expect the global DCNLP minimizer to be the physically correct one, which turns out to be true in our example, it is unclear whether this property must always hold. Provided that the global DCNLP minimizer is the physically correct one, solving DCNLP rigorously is very hard (actually NP-hard), as mentioned. The enumeration approach explored above requires the global solution of at least one NLP( e, s) (the expensive part). Then, that parametric minimizer can simply be tracked by inexpensive warm-started solves through sequences of sufficiently close data pairs. Alternatively, a well-behaved MINLP formulation would be tractable by rigorous solvers, which is known to be similarly expensive. These rigorous solvers, however, have the essential advantage that intermediate near-optimal solutions come with a quality measure. In recent work [4, 7, 5] , meta-heuristic optimizers, like simulated annealing, are employed to solve the DCNLP. It is well-known that these methods approximate the solution without any quality measure, have poor convergence properties when compared to gradient-based optimizers, and the solution found depends strongly on the initial guess. On the other hand, a constitutive manifold behind the data always exists by physical reasons, and we suggest to reconstruct and use it explicitly. Outside the optimization context, Ibañez et al. [23] suggest to take advantage of the acquired knowledge on the constitutive characterization of materials and propose, by means of machine learning techniques, to develop corrections to popular material models. After the initial expensive reconstruction step, it reduces the influence of measurement errors on the minimizers, it guarantees the possibility of warm starts, it allows non-standard elasticity models, it enables gradient-based solvers, and it reduces the computational effort. In addition, global minimizers are easily detected by their zero residual: they lie on the manifold. Together with the aspects discussed above, these are strong arguments in favor of our approximate NLP approach. Finally, any rigorous optimization approach offers the advantage of adding inequality constraints. Given sufficient physical insight, this can be used to "cut off" some or all non-physical minimizers, such as the one with certain negative states in the example. This can drastically reduce the solution effort.
Data-driven geometrically exact beam element
The position of any point belonging to the beam shown in Figure 4 can be written as
in which ϕ 0 ∈ R 3 is the position vector of the beam axis and d 1 ∈ S 2 , d 2 ∈ S 2 together with d 3 ∈ S 2 are three mutually orthonormal directors.
The directors can be described by means of the unit sphere, which is a nonlinear, smooth, compact, two-dimensional manifold that can be embedded in R 3 as
Special attention must be paid to the fact that this manifold possesses no special algebraic structure, specifically group-like structure [24] . On that basis, the rotation tensor for the cross section is simply In contrast to the unit sphere, this manifold does possess a group-like structure when considered with the tensor multiplication operation, hence it is a Lie group.
The set of parameters θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ) is chosen in a way that the vectorθ = θ 1 d 1 + θ 2 d 2 completely describes the cross section. In the context of geometrically exact beams, the doubly-covariant displacement-based Green-Lagrange strain tensor, E ♭ (ϕ), can be simplified by eliminating quadratic strains. Thus, its components are approximated as
where symm( · ) stands for the symmetrization of the tensor considered. The subscript "ref" indicates the stress-free configuration, δ ij denotes the Kronecker delta, and ǫ i jk is the alternating symbol that appears in the computation of the cross product in three-dimension Euclidean space. From now on, we set θ 3 = σ to indicate every reference related to the arc length of the beam. The scalars γ i are the components of a first deformation vector defined as
For shear refer to first and second components, and for elongation refer to the third one. The scalars ω i are the components of a second deformation vector defined as
For bending refer to first and second components, and for torsion refer to the third one. For the sake of compactness, let us introduce the vector containing all kinematic fields,
and the vector that gathers the two strain measures obtained from the kinematic field,
Additionally, we need to introduce the vector containing all generalized "strain" fields that is going to be tied by the compatibility equation,
and the vector containing the two generalized "stress" fields,
which contains the cross sectional force and moment resultants, i.e., three force components and three moment components.
Differentiating the components (51) and (52) of (54) with respect to q from (53) yields the operator B(q) = ∂ q e(q) in its explicit form
It is linear with respect to kinematic fields, a fact that is very convenient regarding the computation of high-order derivatives. For assembling the KKT matrix S, we compute U 1 (a) = ∂ q (B(q)a) as
where a(σ) = (a 0 (σ) T , a 1 (σ) T , a 2 (σ) T , a 3 (σ) T ) T ∈ R 12 is a vector with a i (σ) ∈ E 3 for i = 0, . . . , 3.
We obtain
and
As already discussed for assembling the matrix S, we are also required to compute U 2 (s) = ∂ q (B(q)s), which is given explicitly by 
To perform the spatial discretization of the geometrically exact beam into two-node finite elements, we approximate the kinematic fields as well as their admissible variations with first-order Lagrangian functions. The adopted numerical scheme for the integration of elemental contributions is the standard Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule. As usual, the integrals involving internal terms are computed by means of a one-point integration scheme that avoids shear locking issues. Therefore, the evaluation of the kinematic fields at the single Gauss point is in fact an average of the nodal values, and their derivatives with respect to the arc length turn out to be the simplest directed difference of the nodal values. Additionally, we have that B B, U 1 U 1 and U 2 U 2 . Moreover, even for coarse discretizations, no additional residual stress corrections are necessary. For an extensive treatment of geometrically exact beams in a non-data-driven finite element setting, we refer to [25, 14, 26, 27, 28] .
Finally, following [26] , the mutual orthonormality condition among the directors is enforced at the nodal level by means of the internal constraint
The associated Jacobian matrix is
which can be interpreted as an additional stiffness due to the presence of the internal constraint.
The null-space basis corresponding to the internal constraint at the nodal level can be built by visual inspection of the Jacobian matrix as
where the algebraic operator ( · ) emulates the cross product.
The matrix W 1 (a) = ∂ q (N (q)a) is variables and is thus straightforward. In the scope of this work, we therefore omit their systematic presentation and refer for further details to [21, 27] . With all vectors and matrices derived in this subsection at hand, the construction of the equations corresponding to the optimality conditions and their derivatives is straightforward.
Numerical examples
In this section, we present three numerical examples of increasing difficulty to show the potential of the proposed approximate NLP for Data-Driven Computational Mechanics. Specifically, we consider its specialization to the geometrically exact beam model. The first example presents a verification of the proposed formulation, taking the underlying three-director based standard FE formulation for geometrically exact beams as a reference (see [25, 26, 27, 28] for further details). The reference formulation is equipped with the simplest linear constitutive law. In the second example, we investigate the numerical behavior of our framework for antisymmetric and nonsymmetric forms of nonlinear constitutive laws with explicitly defined stress resultants, i.e., s = s(e). Their basic nonlinear behavior in the phase space is illustrated in Figure 5 . In the third example, we investigate the numerical behavior of our framework for nonlinear constitutive laws in antisymmetric and nonsymmetric forms, in which the stress resultants are implicitly defined, i.e., s = s(e), see again Figure 5 . We note that the antisymmetric case is motivated by experimental results with state diagrams that render "S"-shaped graphs. For representing such mechanical behavior, we find the formulation of a general constitutive manifold more natural. It is clear that problem types represented by the first and second examples can also be addressed by any standard FE formulation. The problem type represented by the third example can be naturally addressed in the context of our approximate NLP approach, but not by standard FEM, and therefore illustrates a possible advantage of our approach over standard FEM. We believe that this advantage of our approach opens a new dimension towards the analysis of materials represented by non-convex constitutive laws such as metamaterials, multiscale materials, etc. Whether the materials considered are physically feasible or not is beyond the scope of the current work and deserves an extensive investigation regarding their functional structure and identification inter alia. In this context, techniques like manifold learning and nonlinear dimensionality reduction seem to be very promising approaches.
All the three examples are built on a curved beam structure whose geometry is described by a quarter of a circular arc with a total arc length of 1 m, which corresponds to a radius of 2 π m. Both ends are fully fixed and the structure is uniformly discretized into 21 finite elements. Figure 6 apparent at first glance. Moreover, for all numerical examples the load was applied in one single load step and a relative error-based tolerance of 10 −12 has been set for the Newton iteration.
Verification
As indicated above, we first consider the beam structure described above and the simplest linear material law, defined as (g ♯ (ě,š)) i =š i − a iiě i = 0 or alternatively as
with a ii = a −1 ii and the (nonphysical) values a 11 = a 22 = 75 N, a 33 = 100 N, a 44 = a 55 = 100 Nm 2 and a 66 = 200 Nm 2 . The weight matrix C is defined as the identity.
Simulations were carried out with standard FEM as well as with our approximate NLP approach.
The Newton iteration was started with the stress-free state and zero Lagrange multipliers in both cases. Figure 7 shows the original and deformed unscaled configurations computed with the approximate NLP approach, illustrating the nonlinear response. Both approaches require five iterations to find a solution.
After the first two iterations, we observed quadratic converge with both methods, which we think is a strong indicator of quality regarding the correctness of the implementations. Table 1 presents the position vector and directors corresponding to the 11 th node, the central one, at the deformed configuration computed with the standard FEM (top) and the same information computed with the approximate NLP (bottom). As it can be observed, the agreement among the results is excellent. configuration computed with the standard FEM and with the approximate NLP. Once again, the agreement is excellent. Figure 8 shows the distribution of all stress resultants (with the sign of the local frame) over the elements that were consecutively arranged along the arc length of the beam. These results were computed with the approximate NLP. We found again an excellent agreement with the results computed with the standard FEM. For the sake of brevity, the results obtained with the standard FEM are omitted here. We note that due to the symmetry of the structure, boundary conditions and applied loads, the resultant transversal forces are antisymmetric and the resultant transversal moments are symmetric. The resultant axial force is symmetric and the resultant torsion moment is antisymmetric. 
Explicit stress definition
In this second numerical example, we consider nonlinear constitutive laws of the following form
where the stress resultants are defined explicitly in terms of the strain measures. Notice that more elaborate equations of non-polynomial form are possible as well, and will be subject of future investigations. For the coefficients a ii , we use the same (nonphysical) values as in the verification example.
Moreover, we set b iii = 0.85a ii and c iiii = a ii .
Next, we consider two cases, where all computations are performed with the approximate NLP. In a first case, we consider only linear and cubic contributions. Such a setting preserves the antisymmetric feature of the material response. Figure 9 shows the original and deformed configurations. Due to the symmetry of the beam geometry, the boundary conditions and the applied loads in combination with the antisymmetry of the material response, the resulting deformed configuration is perfectly symmetric.
The global minimizer was found in six iterations. As observed in the verification case, the distributions of the resultant transversal forces are antisymmetric and the distributions of the resultant transversal moments are symmetric. The distribution of the resultant axial force is symmetric and the distribution of the resultant torsion moment is antisymmetric. Both exhibit the expected mechanical behavior and are not shown here.
In the second case, we consider only linear and quadratic contributions. That setting destroys the antisymmetric feature of the material response and renders a nonsymmetric response of the structure. Figure 10 shows the original and deformed configurations. Even though the geometry, boundary conditions and applied loads are symmetric, the resulting deformed configuration is nonsymmetric due to the asymmetry of the material response. The global minimizer was found in seven iterations. In contrast to the previous case, no special symmetry in the distribution of the stress resultants is to be found. Figure 11 clearly illustrates this feature.
Implicit stress definition
In this third numerical example, we consider nonlinear constitutive laws of the following form
where the stress resultants are defined implicitly in terms of the strain measures. Once again, more elaborate equations of non-polynomial form are possible as well and will be subject of future investigations. For the coefficients a ii , we consider the same (nonphysical) values as in the verification example.
Moreover, we set b iii = 0.015a ii and c iiii = 0.0005a ii . These values are chosen in order to avoid abrupt growth of the stress resultants when the coefficients vary slightly. This is critical especially when the stress resultants take (absolute) values larger than one. We note that in the case of their explicit definition considered in the previous examples, this sensitivity does not occur.
Again we consider two cases. First, we only take into account the linear and cubic contributions such that the antisymmetry of the material response is preserved. Figure 12 shows the original and deformed configurations. As discussed above, the resulting deformed configuration is perfectly symmetric. The global minimizer was found in five iterations. The distributions of the resultant forces and moments exhibit the expected behavior discussed above. For the sake of brevity, we do not show the complete set of distributions. In the second case, we take into account the linear and quadratic contributions.
This setting impedes the antisymmetry of the material response and leads to a nonsymmetric response of the structure. Figure 13 shows the original and deformed configurations. As discussed above, the resulting deformed configuration is nonsymmetric. The global minimizer was found in six iterations.
No special symmetry in the distribution of stress resultants is to be found, see Figure 14 .
We would like to emphasize again that the results here can only be obtained with our new approximate NLP approach, and therefore a comparison to standard (displacement-based) FEM cannot be provided.
Conclusions
In this work, we presented an approximate nonlinear optimization problem for Data-Driven Computational Mechanics that enables us to handle: i) kinematic constraints; and, ii) materials whose stress-strain relationship can be implicitly approximated. Therefore, our method does not rely on any special functional structure. These features open a new path with respect to the two existing main approaches. These are i) discrete-continuous optimization problems that rely on unprocessed data, and ii) the identification of energy functions from data by manifold learning techniques. Moreover, our new method combines some strengths of both aforementioned approaches and mitigates some of their weaknesses, such as relatively poor convergence properties and strong sensitivity to the scattering of the data set for the first one, and a special functional structure limited to the explicit definition of stress for the second one.
The mathematical framework of our approach was completely derived and presented in a selfcontained description. In a first step, we applied our new approach to a simple truss element to illustrate the underlying mathematical machinery. In a second step, we successfully applied our method to a geometrically exact beam formulation. We emphasize that the extension of the Data-Driven Computational Mechanics paradigm to geometrically exact beam elements is by itself new, and to the best of our knowledge, there exists no work in the literature that can deal with this type of elements in the same generality in the context of Data-Driven Computational Mechanics. The convergence properties for the approximate nonlinear optimization problem are very favorable, as they are comparable to the convergence properties of the underlying standard finite element formulation. This is due to the fact that the approach relies on the Newton method, as opposed to other possible choices such as meta-heuristic methods. In our numerical tests, we observed that our approach is robust, efficient and versatile. We therefore think it constitutes a promising starting point for future studies in this direction.
Further research will address, for instance, the robustness of the approach, which can be improved by using more sophisticated nonlinear optimization algorithms that can handle inequality constraints and that include a globalization by line-search or trust-region techniques. Advanced techniques for the off-line identification of constitutive manifolds such as manifold learning can be considered. Additionally, the investigation of more complex mechanical systems involving several members modeled with different structural elements and the extension of the current ideas to the dynamic context will be addressed in future works.
